Main

Zalmburger
Door Marc Fosh
Totale tijd:
40 minuten
Porties:
4

Ingrediënten
For the burger
500 gr zalmfilets (ontveld en in stukjes gesneden)
3 gesneden sjalotjes
1 teentje knoflook
50 gr verse broodkruimels
1 ei
Sap van een ½ citroen
½ el. zout
½ el. paprika
2 el olijfolie
4 hamburgerbroodjes
Ingredients for mango and coriander salsa
1 mango (geschild en in stukjes gesneden)
½ sjalot, heel fijn gemalen
2 el. koriander
¼ rode chilli
Sap van 1 limoen
½ el. zout
1 el. witte wijnazijn

Methode
Voorbereiding:
0
Bereiding:
0
Porties:
4
Moeilijkheid:
[Missing text '/recipes/details/difficulty' for 'Dutch (Belgium)'] 0
1. For the salmon burger, place the garlic, salmon and shallots in Braun’s MQ 40 chopper/ blender accessory with its chopping insert. Attach to a suitable
hand blender and pulse on a medium speed until coarsely minced. Transfer to a bowl.
2. Reuse the cleaned MQ 40 chopper/ blender accessory to finely chop the bread into breadcrumbs. Place bread pieces in the accessory, attach to the hand
blender and roughly chop. Add the breadcrumbs, paprika, egg, lemon juice, olive oil and salt to the bowl. Mix together well and divide into six equal
portions on a plate. Shape into patties, cover and refrigerate for at least 15 minutes.
3. For the mango salsa, put all the ingredients into the MQ 20 chopper accessory. Conveniently switch the hand blender to this accessory and pulse on a
medium setting until ingredients are roughly chopped and combined. Transfer the mixture to a bowl and refrigerate until needed.
4. To prepare the burgers, heat olive oil in a nonstick frying pan and fry the salmon burgers over a medium heat for 4  5 minutes on each side. They should
be slightly pink and moist inside.
5. Spread the mango and coriander salsa on one side of the hamburger buns then add the cooked salmon patties and serve.
Leftover fish and potatoes can be very simply turned in something classic and delicious such as fish cakes.

